High Voltage Bushing Well

The ERMCO Components, Inc. SURE MAKE separable connector high voltage bushing well is designed for the termination of primary leads in oil filled devices such as padmounted transformers. The bushing well mating interface conforms to the ANSI/IEEE Std. 386 for Separable Insulated Connectors and will accept switch modules (bushing well inserts) complying with the Standard.

Design Features:

- Insulated body is molded of a polyester formulation designed for excellent electrical and mechanical properties.
- The ground shield coating is oil resistant.
- The removable stud version is tin plated for corrosion resistance and ease of removal.
  - Use a 5/35" Allen wrench to replace stud, and torque to 100 inch lbs.

Ratings:

- Maximum Continuous Line to Ground Voltage 15.2 kV RMS
- Continuous Current 200 AMP RMS
- Basic Impulse Level 125 kV Crest